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It has been an honour to be a member of the Albert Eden Local Board from 2013‐16. I
have strived to ensure that the time I have spent on the Board has been worthwhile and
the outcomes valuable. Accountable and transparent decision‐making and business has
been a driving force. I have sought good outcomes for all communities in our area, our
fragile and threatened environment, for our children and families, for our parks and
facilities, and finally, for the communities affected by the SH20 works.
I hope that my push for integrated park redesign and renewal brings about more
rational expenditure and better facilities and will be carried through by the new board. I
hope that the projects that I brought to the Board in the previous term, such as the
pontoons and splash pads, are enjoyed by the community for many years to come. I
hope the new Anzac events, the Neighbours Day Grants and the Summer Parks events
grow in strength and that the contribution they play to stronger, safer communities
continues to be acknowledged.
The journey has been busy. Once we had completed the Local Board Plan, it was Annual
Plans and the Long Term Plan. Projects funded, or identified, in these plans are
fundamental to shaping our place and the future of our communities. I hope we have
been able to deliver what our communities sought. In 2015, we reviewed the dog access
areas and alcohol bans, along with input into other bylaws. The outstanding alcohol
bans relate to Roy Clements Treeway and Delphine Reserve. Both open spaces have had
evidence of alcohol related disorder and both landowners and neighbours have sought a
remedy. The parks require 24 hr alcohol bans to be put in place. The Board resolved for
this to occur in December 2015. It should be instituted without further delay.
I wish to thanks my colleagues on the Board. We have engaged in robust and challenging
debate but have, on the whole worked through the issues to achieve a good framework
going forward. Thank you. I would also like to extend my thanks to the Local Board
Services Department who have supported us to be the best board we can.
I want to thank the many groups and individuals who have shared their time and their
engagement as a key responsibility – and although there can never be enough
engagement; hopefully what we have done has been enough to capture the views of
many, many communities within our area.
I would also like to acknowledge the partnership we have started by working alongside
manawhenua, in particular Ngati Whatua Orakei and Kawarau a Maki. I hope these
relationship becomes even stronger in the future. They have brought their knowledge

and their kaitiakitanga to our korero, and assisted us to make better, more informed
decisions.
There are departments within Council that need to be better resourced and structured
to respond to needs of local boards to enable us to complete our allocated
responsibilities. There are also CCO’s that do not appreciate the role, or importance of
communities, I hope that for Auckland’s sake, these things will improve.
Some achievements and projects have been so notable that I believe they illustrate why
local decisions must be made by local boards and why local boards ‘work’.
‐ Restoring Albert‐Eden’s biodiversity. Auckland is the weediest city in Aotearoa.
Over the last 3 years, we have undertaken significant weeding and planting
programmes in our parks: Te Auaunga‐Oakley Creek, Heron Park, Eric Armishaw
Park, Howlett‐Esplanade Walkway, Meola Creek, Windmill Reserve, Balmoral
Heights. There have been smaller planting projects in Delphine, Nicholson, Essex,
Edendale, Sainsbury and Waterview Reserve. In total there have been over 43,000
native species planted in the Board’s commitment to restore our biodiversity. We
may be an urban environment but our ecological corridor is critical to Auckland. A
large proportion of these plantings have been done by volunteers and groups.
NZTA have also been involved as part of the SH20 mitigation. It would be
impossible to achieve this figure without the participation of these groups.
Several groups have been recognised through the Board’s Volunteer Awards.
‐ Park Development. Major upgrades were undertaken in several parks which
included playgrounds, furniture, toilets, pathways, and signage. All have been well
received and there is a continuing programme to replace further assets over the
next 2 years. Projects completed or underway include: Potters, Essex, Edenvale,
Nicholson, Sainsbury, Sandringham, Delphine, Mt Albert War Memorial and
Nixon.
‐ SH20 projects and mitigation is now being delivered as the Waterview Connection
Project is nearly complete. The $62M of extra mitigation we secured is delivering
skateparks, a BMX track, parks, environmental programmes, bridges, heritage
trails, sportsfields, cycleways and walkways and they are being delivered across
Owairaka, Mt Albert, New Windsor, Waterview and Point Chevalier. The Eric
Armishaw Boardwalk and Waterview’s skatepark and BMX track will be open in
late 2016. The motorway in early 2017, and the Waterview heritage trail and the
Shared Path from Owairaka to Waterview will be open in mid‐2017. The Well
Connected Alliance have been exemplary in delivering the project and ensuring
that community and the environment are protected and enhanced.
‐ The Board used funding secured through SH20 to plan and deliver new park
projects including projects in Anderson, Phyllis, Alan Wood, Chamberlain,
Western Springs Garden noise walls, most Waterview Parks, Oakley Creek, Eric
Armishaw. Continued engagement with NZTA and the associated Alliances to
ensure communities are represented and mitigation is maximised is time
consuming, but crucial.

‐ New walking and cycle connections that connect our parks are underway. The Eric
Armishaw link is to be opened in October 2016, the Owairaka‐Waterview Shared
Path is under construction and the Heron Park to Holly St and the Motu Manawa
Boardwalk are in planning for construction in 2017 and 2018.
‐ The Waterview Playground won an NZ Planners Institute Award in March 2016.
‐ Opening the rocket at Rocket Park after 20 years was a highlight for the Board.
‐ The Mt Albert Aquatic Centre refurbishment was completed to provide for
another 5‐10 years of aquatic facility provision in the area.
‐ The publication of a children’s book “Tunnel in our Backyard” by Malcolm
Patterson and Hana Maihi was financially supported and tells story of old and
new, our history and our area.
‐ New and more events have been delivered. Movies in Parks have been held in
2015 and 2016. Chamberlain Park opened up to the community for the inaugural
‘Easter at Chamberlain’ with over 4,000 people attending a rich programme of
children’s activities, a movie, symphony and doggy activities.
‐ The board increased its support for community events including Brazil Day which
was a new and very successful event, Big Gay Out, Neighbours Day activities,
while also funding the Schools Cultural Festival and the Kids in Parks series which
was delivered by the YMCA for the Board
I hope that communities consider this Board have assisted them to achieve their
aspirations, to advocate for them and to support them. I have truly enjoyed the last 3
years. May the incoming Albert Eden Local Board build on the success of this Board to
deliver an even brighter future.
Thank you.
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